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W.I.T.C.H.: The Graphic Novel, Part V. The Book of Elements
"Based on the Bestselling Trilogy by Marie Lu."

The Alchemist and the Angel
Trapped in the Book of Elements, the Guardians, Orube, and Cedric must confront Jonathan
Ludmoore, the sinister alchemist who was once the servant of Phobos, but can they survive
this encounter?

Shot All to Hell
They are called designer drugs, and they're worse than lethal--they're legal. A beautiful
undercover agent and her partner are brutally murdered in Southern California. A special task
force of highly trained police officers go underground to find out why. What they discover is a
billion-dollar criminal conspiracy--and an elusive mastermind known as the Alchemist. The
Alchemist is a respected chemist who has conjured up a substance worth its weight in gold: a
synthetic "designer" drug as potent as cocaine or heroin and twice as dangerous--because its
unique chemical formula is perfectly legal! Caught in the crossfire between a desperate Mafia
chief and two ruthless drug lords, the task force must step outside the law to crush the
impending crime war, risking being lured so far out from behind the protection of their badges
that there is no turning back.

Sheets
Sacha Winters can't die. Until his eighteenth birthday he is invincible. On that day it all ends for
Sacha - the result of a curse that has plagued his family for centuries. His death will fulfil the
curse - and unleash a wave of destruction. He has no idea how to stop it, only the cryptic notes
left behind by his father, and a strange connection with a girl he has only just met to guide him.
Taylor Montclair is a quiet, studious girl focused on her dream of getting into Oxford University.
She's also the only one who can save Sacha. Only neither of them knows that yet. And Sacha
lives hundreds of miles away, in Paris. Taylor and Sacha have eight weeks to find each other.
To unravel the secrets buried in their families' past. And to discover the power that lies within
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them. Sacha's life, and the fate of the world depends on it. The clock starts NOW. What
readers are saying about The Secret Fire 'Pure awesome There were moments when I
laughed, moments where I gasped in surprise, and moments where I knew I could not read
fast enough because I had to know what was going to happen next My only complaint? That it
ended and now I need to wait. I must know what happens next. I must!!!!' Series Tracker 'Are
you ready for a grip the edge of your seat-repeating mantra of OMG as you turn the pages
eagerly? Looking for something with intensity but also something that leaves you begging for
more??? Looking for a new fav??? YES. This book is all of what you need and so much more!
Go Into This One Knowing. Best. Book. Ever.' Crossroad Reviews 'This was incredible! such a
slow burn romance but the build-up had my heart beating out of my chest, the angst and
suspense was killing me This book was perfectly paced and the lack of info-dumping, love
triangles and insta-love made for a perfect start to a new series. Switching from POV's from
England and Paris and following the characters as they go from across countries was a great
concept. With the addition of magic, action and adventure this book could really do no wrong in
my eyes. There isn't a cliffhanger ending just the promise of lots more to come in the next
installment which I'm now anxiously awaiting. I highly recommend this to fellow fantasy lovers
who are looking for a brand new world to immerse themselves in, with great characters, a
promising romance and a thrilling journey ahead.' Literary-ly Obsessed 'I love this book! It was
really great! I've always loved books that include Alchemy as its major fantasy core, I just think
that it's such a fascinating 'science'! I read the first chapter, and I was completely swept into
this amazing world! can't wait until the second book comes out, and to continue exploring this
amazing story! Just Another Bookish Blog 'thrilling and exciting all at the same time an
excellent paranormal fantasy such amazing story telling' Books at Dawn

The Valkyries
In The Missing Myth, Gilles Herrada tackles the many questions about the role and meaning of
homosexuality in the evolution of our species and the development of civilization: what
evolutionary edge same-sex relationships have provided to the human species; what biological
mechanisms generate the sexual diversity that we observe; why homosexual behavior ended
up being prohibited worldwide; why homophobia has persisted throughout history; why the
homosexual community resurfaced after World War II; and others.In this heartfelt, beautifully
written, and painstakingly researched text, the author sculpts a vision of homosexuality that
integrates its many dimensions. Stressing the connection between the social status of
homosexuality and how same-sex love is depicted in the myths of a particular culture, The
Missing Myth advocates the creation of a new mythos0 4not only informed by all the fields of
knowledge, but also inclusive of the beauty, truth, and goodness of same-sex love.

A Teacher's Guide to The Alchemist
A beautiful graphic adaptation of George Orwell's timeless and timely allegorical novel. "All
animals are equal, but some animals are more equal than others." In 1945, George Orwell,
called "the conscience of his generation," created an enduring, devastating story of new
tyranny replacing old, and power corrupting even the noblest of causes. Today it is all too clear
that Orwell's masterpiece is still fiercely relevant wherever cults of personality thrive, truths are
twisted by those in power, and freedom is under attack. Now, in this fully authorized edition,
the artist Odyr translates the world and message of Animal Farm into a gorgeously imagined
graphic novel. Old Major, Napoleon, Squealer, Snowball, Boxer, and all the animals of Animal
Farm come to life in this newly envisaged classic. From his individual brushstrokes to the
freedom of his page design, Odyr's adaptation seamlessly moves between satire and fable and
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will appeal to all ages, just as Orwell intended.

The Alchemist
“David Gemmell tells a tale of very real adventure, the stuff of true epic fantasy.”—R. A.
Salvatore Druss, Captain of the Ax, is the stuff of legends. Tales of his battles are told
throughout the land, and the stories expand with each telling. But Druss himself grows older,
until finally, the warrior turns his back on glory and retreats to his mountain lair. There he
awaits his old enemy: death. But far below, the barbarian Nadir hordes are on the march. All
that stands between them and the Drenai people is a mighty six-walled fortress, Dros
Delnoch—a great citadel that seems destined to fall. If it does, the Nadir will sweep inexorably
across the land, killing all who oppose them. Reluctantly Druss agrees to come down from his
mountaintop to lead this last, hopeless fight. Lost causes mean nothing to him—he has fought
in such battles a thousand times in a thousand lands. And he is a hero to inspire a new
generation of warriors. He is Druss the Legend. Thus begins David Gemmell’s most celebrated
novel—an unrivaled classic of mythic heroism and magnificent adventure. . . .

To Kill a Mockingbird: A Graphic Novel
An unhappy girl who engages in self-harm, a woman ostracized by society, and an old woman
looking to live out her twilight years in peace–what could three such different people have in
common? That's what grade schooler Koyanagi Nanoka is trying to find out. Assigned by her
teacher to define what "happiness" means to her, Nanoka sets out to get to know these three
strangers–and through them, perhaps, come to know herself too.

Legend
This wonderfully unique collaboration brings together two masters of their fields, joining original
words by spiritual teacher Eckhart Tolle with delightful illustrations by Patrick McDonnell, the
creator of the acclaimed comic strip MUTTS. Every heartwarming page provokes thought,
insight, and smiling reverence for all beings and each moment. More than a collection of witty
and charming drawings, the marriage of Patrick McDonnell's art and Eckhart Tolle's words
conveys a profound love of nature, of animals, of humans, of all life-forms. Guardians of Being
celebrates and reminds us of not only the oneness of all life but also the wonder and joy to be
found in the present moment, amid the beauty we sometimes forget to notice all around us.

PAULO COELHO
Alchemy tore the Elric brothers’ bodies apart. Can their bond make them whole again? In an
alchemical ritual gone wrong, Edward Elric lost his arm and his leg, and his brother Alphonse
became nothing but a soul in a suit of armor. Though their circumstances are tragic, in these
spoofs penned by series' author Hiromu Arakawa, the brothers’ quest to reclaim their bodies is
completely hilarious! Collects all of author Hiromu Arakawa’s beloved four-panel comic strips
from the the graphic novel series, her bonus strips from the anime DVDs of Fullmetal
Alchemist and Fullmetal Alchemist: Brotherhood and rare strips from Japan! No joke is too
cheesy and there are no sacred cows when Arakawa takes up her pen to spoof her own
characters in this delightfully zany take on Fullmetal Alchemist!

The Alchemist's Dream
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"For days after reading Brenna Thummler's Sheets I have been wandering my neighborhood,
haunted, enchanted, and in need of freshly pressed clothing." —Lemony Snicket Marjorie Glatt
feels like a ghost. A practical thirteen-year-old in charge of the family laundry business, her
daily routine features unforgiving customers, unbearable P.E. classes, and the fastidious Mr.
Saubertuck who is committed to destroying everything she’s worked for. Wendell is a ghost. A
boy who lost his life much too young, his daily routine features ineffective death therapy, a
sheet-dependent identity, and a dangerous need to seek purpose in the forbidden human
world. When their worlds collide, Marjorie is confronted by unexplainable disasters as Wendell
transforms Glatt’s Laundry into his midnight playground, appearing as a mere sheet during the
day. While Wendell attempts to create a new afterlife for himself, he unknowingly sabotages
the life that Marjorie is struggling to maintain. Sheets illustrates the determination of a young
girl to fight, even when all parts of her world seem to be conspiring against her. It proves that
second chances are possible whether life feels over or life is over. But above all, it is a story of
the forgiveness and unlikely friendship that can only transpire inside a haunted laundromat.

The Clive Cussler Adventures
A classic masterwork of spiritual tension and realization from Paulo Coelho, this powerful story
of one man’s battle with self-doubt and fear is now available in a beautiful new package from
HarperOne. An essential volume alongside Coelho’s other bestselling and influential books,
such as The Alchemist, The Pilgrimage, Brida, and The Winner Stands Alone, the searing and
unforgettable narrative in The Valkyries asks the questions most central to all literature—and
all of humanity’s quest for understanding. Why is it that we destroy the things we love most?
And how can we learn to let go of the past and believe in the future?

I Had That Same Dream Again: The Complete Manga Collection
"In the 1700s, Saint Germain dazzled royal courts with his amazing alchemical feats such as
removing the flaws from diamonds and became known as the Wonderman of Europe. His skills
were praised by Louis XV, who provided him a laboratory and residence at the royal castle of
Chambord. He formed secret societies and was a leading figure in the Rosicrucians,
Freemasons and Knights Templar of the period. This intriguing book reveals many key roles
the master Saint Germain has played throughout history and today as the immortal sponsor of
the Aquarian Age. It also shares his priceless alchemical secrets for personal transformation."

London Triptych
Finalist for the International Booker Prize and the National Book Award A haunting Orwellian
novel about the terrors of state surveillance, from the acclaimed author of The Housekeeper
and the Professor. On an unnamed island, objects are disappearing: first hats, then ribbons,
birds, roses. . . . Most of the inhabitants are oblivious to these changes, while those few able to
recall the lost objects live in fear of the draconian Memory Police, who are committed to
ensuring that what has disappeared remains forgotten. When a young writer discovers that her
editor is in danger, she concocts a plan to hide him beneath her f loorboards, and together they
cling to her writing as the last way of preserving the past. Powerful and provocative, The
Memory Police is a stunning novel about the trauma of loss. ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF
THE YEAR THE NEW YORK TIMES * THE WASHINGTON POST * TIME * CHICAGO
TRIBUNE * THE GUARDIAN * ESQUIRE * THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS * FINANCIAL
TIMES * LIBRARY JOURNAL * THE A.V. CLUB * KIRKUS REVIEWS * LITERARY HUB
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The Essential Paulo Coelho
Andalusian shepherd boy Santiago travels from his homeland in Spain to the Egyptian desert
in search of a treasure buried in the Pyramids. Along the way he meets a Gypsy woman, a
man who calls himself king, and an alchemist, all of whom point Santiago in the direction of his
quest. No one knows what the treasure is, or if Santiago will be able to surmount the obstacles
along the way. But what starts out as a journey to find worldly goods turns into a discovery of
the treasure found within. Since its first printing The Alchemist has been translated into seventyone languages and sold forty million copies worldwide, establishing itself as a modern classic
that will enchant and inspire readers for generations to come. Beautifully rendered, The
Alchemist: A Graphic Novel is a must have for any collector's library. Acclaimed illustrator
Daniel Sampere brings Paulo Coelho's classic to new life in this gorgeously illustrated graphic
novel adaptation.

On Becoming an Alchemist
Discover the incredible true story behind the most famous bank robbery of all time in this
thrilling graphic novel adaptation of Mark Lee Gardner’s award-winning book Shot All to Hell:
Jesse James, The Northfield Raid, and the Wild West’s Greatest Escape. Mark Lee Gardner’s
award-winning book Shot All to Hell follows Jesse James and his notorious gang of outlaws as
they plan, carry out—and ultimately bungle—the most famous bank robbery in Western history.
Now fans of the James brothers and history buffs can experience the bloody true story like
never before with this deluxe hardcover graphic novel adapted from the original book. In
September 1876, the James-Younger Gang forced their way into Northfield, Minnesota’s First
National Bank—only to find themselves in a deadly battle against a horde of heroic citizens
intent on defending their town from the Missourian marauders. Featuring stunning artwork and
an exciting, faithful-to-the-novel script from Nate Olson and Gardner himself, Shot All to Hell:
The Graphic Novel offers comics fans a thrilling Western adventure featuring the most famous
American outlaw of all time.

Guardians of Being
Everything changes for orphaned Jan when his beloved uncle, Gustav - anatomist, natural
scientist and aspiring alchemist - enlists his help in a quest to create a life-generating serum.
To test the serum, they must follow a set of ancient instructions and play a dangerous game of
bringing the inanimate to life When Gustav dies suddenly, it's up to Jan to continue his work little does he know that his beautiful, calculating aunt dreams of using the serum for her own
purposes - eternal life. Under the fa ade of her grief, she convinces Jan they must move from
Vienna to Prague, and when she mysteriously disappears, Jan searches for her. In the plagueridden ghettos and the court of the mad Emperor Rudolf, he must pit his wits against an
extraordinary cast of characters and events. His only ally is Zuzana, a girl with secrets of her
own. Set against the vivid backdrop of 16th century Prague and the equally breathtaking
Vienna, a magical, historical adventure from a talented author.

Fullmetal Alchemist: The Complete Four-Panel Comics
NEW YORK TIMES, WALL STREET JOURNAL, AND USA TODAY BESTSELLER "This book
will shine new light on your journey, ignite your practice with new power, inspire new
possibilities for growth, and infuse your life with the grace and confidence you seek." --Baron
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Baptiste A little over a decade ago, Baron Baptiste published his seminal book, Journey into
Power. The first of its kind, it introduced the world to Baptiste Yoga, his signature method that
marries a lifetime of studying with some of the world's most renowned yoga masters with his
uniquely powerful approach to inner and outer transformation. Since then, yoga has steadily
moved into the mainstream in our culture, and Baron's unique contribution has played a key
role. As millions of participants incorporate yoga into their daily lives, Baron's teachings have
evolved to bring them even deeper into their own transformative possibilities. Perfectly
Imperfect: The Art and Soul of Yoga Practice takes readers beyond the foundations of the
practice by speaking to everything that happens in their bodies and minds after they get into a
yoga pose. That is where the true transformation occurs, and where much rich spiritual and
emotional growth is available. Readers will learn how to move through their lives with grace
and flow, begin again when a situation becomes difficult, "be a yes" for their innermost desires,
give up what they must, follow their intuition, and find their truth north. With his signature blend
of boldness, insightfulness, humor, and warmth, Baron offers what is destined to be an instant
classic in the yoga and meditation world. With Perfectly Imperfect, he proves once again to be
a true yoga master for the modern world.

Crime and Punishment
A beautifully crafted graphic novel adaptation of Harper Lee’s beloved, Pulitzer prize–winning
American classic. "Shoot all the bluejays you want, if you can hit ‘em, but remember it’s a sin to
kill a mockingbird." A haunting portrait of race and class, innocence and injustice, hypocrisy
and heroism, tradition and transformation in the Deep South of the 1930s, Harper Lee’s To Kill
a Mockingbird remains as important today as it was upon its initial publication in 1960, during
the turbulent years of the Civil Rights movement. Now, this most beloved and acclaimed novel
is reborn for a new age as a gorgeous graphic novel. Scout, Gem, Boo Radley, Atticus Finch,
and the small town of Maycomb, Alabama, are all captured in vivid and moving illustrations by
artist Fred Fordham. Enduring in vision, Harper Lee’s timeless novel illuminates the
complexities of human nature and the depths of the human heart with humor, unwavering
honesty, and a tender, nostalgic beauty. Lifetime admirers and new readers alike will be
touched by this special visual edition that joins the ranks of the graphic novel adaptations of A
Wrinkle in Time and The Alchemist.

The Secret of The Alchemist
Paulo Coelho’s essential collection in one sleek boxed set. Includes six classic books: The
Alchemist, The Pilgrimage, Warrior of the Light, The Valkyries,Veronika Decides to Die, and
Eleven Minutes.

War on the Margins
By the New York Times bestselling author of The Bone Clocks | Shortlisted for the Man Booker
Prize A postmodern visionary and one of the leading voices in twenty-first-century fiction,
David Mitchell combines flat-out adventure, a Nabokovian love of puzzles, a keen eye for
character, and a taste for mind-bending, philosophical and scientific speculation in the tradition
of Umberto Eco, Haruki Murakami, and Philip K. Dick. The result is brilliantly original fiction as
profound as it is playful. In this groundbreaking novel, an influential favorite among a new
generation of writers, Mitchell explores with daring artistry fundamental questions of reality and
identity. Cloud Atlas begins in 1850 with Adam Ewing, an American notary voyaging from the
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Chatham Isles to his home in California. Along the way, Ewing is befriended by a physician, Dr.
Goose, who begins to treat him for a rare species of brain parasite. . . . Abruptly, the action
jumps to Belgium in 1931, where Robert Frobisher, a disinherited bisexual composer, contrives
his way into the household of an infirm maestro who has a beguiling wife and a nubile
daughter. . . . From there we jump to the West Coast in the 1970s and a troubled reporter
named Luisa Rey, who stumbles upon a web of corporate greed and murder that threatens to
claim her life. . . . And onward, with dazzling virtuosity, to an inglorious present-day England; to
a Korean superstate of the near future where neocapitalism has run amok; and, finally, to a
postapocalyptic Iron Age Hawaii in the last days of history. But the story doesn’t end even
there. The narrative then boomerangs back through centuries and space, returning by the
same route, in reverse, to its starting point. Along the way, Mitchell reveals how his disparate
characters connect, how their fates intertwine, and how their souls drift across time like clouds
across the sky. As wild as a videogame, as mysterious as a Zen koan, Cloud Atlas is an
unforgettable tour de force that, like its incomparable author, has transcended its cult classic
status to become a worldwide phenomenon. Praise for Cloud Atlas “[David] Mitchell is, clearly,
a genius. He writes as though at the helm of some perpetual dream machine, can evidently do
anything, and his ambition is written in magma across this novel’s every page.”—The New
York Times Book Review “One of those how-the-holy-hell-did-he-do-it? modern classics that
no doubt is—and should be—read by any student of contemporary literature.”—Dave Eggers
“Wildly entertaining . . . a head rush, both action-packed and chillingly ruminative.”—People
“The novel as series of nested dolls or Chinese boxes, a puzzle-book, and yet—not just
dazzling, amusing, or clever but heartbreaking and passionate, too. I’ve never read anything
quite like it, and I’m grateful to have lived, for a while, in all its many worlds.”—Michael Chabon
“Cloud Atlas ought to make [Mitchell] famous on both sides of the Atlantic as a writer whose
fearlessness is matched by his talent.”—The Washington Post Book World “Thrilling . . . One of
the biggest joys in Cloud Atlas is watching Mitchell sashay from genre to genre without a hitch
in his dance step.”—Boston Sunday Globe “Grand and elaborate . . . [Mitchell] creates a world
and language at once foreign and strange, yet strikingly familiar and intimate.”—Los Angeles
Times From the Hardcover edition.

The Memory Police
The author of more than 50 books—125 million copies in print—Clive Cussler is the current
grandmaster of adventure literature. Dirk Pitt, the sea-loving protagonist of 22 of Cussler’s
novels, remains among the most popular and influential adventure series heroes of the past
half-century. This first critical review of Cussler’s work features an overview of Pitt and the
supporting characters and other heroes, an examination of Cussler’s themes and influences, a
review of his most important adventures, such as Raise the Titanic! and Iceberg, and a look at
adaptations of his work in other media. Cussler joins the pantheon of such as Rudyard Kipling,
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle and Ian Fleming, and this overdue volume demonstrates that beneath
Cussler’s immense popularity lies a literary depth that well merits scholarly attention.

Cloud Atlas
You Can Change the World
Based on some of literature’s horror and science fiction classics, this “tour de force of
reclaiming the narrative, executed with impressive wit and insight” (Publishers Weekly, starred
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review) debut is the story of a remarkable group of women who come together to solve the
mystery of a series of gruesome murders—and the bigger mystery of their own origins. Mary
Jekyll, alone and penniless following her parents’ death, is curious about the secrets of her
father’s mysterious past. One clue in particular hints that Edward Hyde, her father’s former
friend and a murderer, may be nearby, and there is a reward for information leading to his
capture…a reward that would solve all of her immediate financial woes. But her hunt leads her
to Hyde’s daughter, Diana, a feral child left to be raised by nuns. With the assistance of
Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson, Mary continues her search for the elusive Hyde, and soon
befriends more women, all of whom have been created through terrifying experimentation:
Beatrice Rappaccini, Catherin Moreau, and Justine Frankenstein. When their investigations
lead them to the discovery of a secret society of immoral and power-crazed scientists, the
horrors of their past return. Now it is up to the monsters to finally triumph over the monstrous.

The Prey of Gods
For teachers We know that the Common Core State Standards are encouraging you to
reevaluate the books that you assign to your students. To help you decide which books are
right for your classroom, each free ebook in this series contains a Common Core–aligned
teaching guide and a sample chapter. This free teaching guide for The Alchemist by Paulo
Coelho is designed to help you put the new Common Core State Standards into practice.
Every few decades a book is published that changes the lives of its readers forever. The
Alchemist is such a book. With over a million and a half copies sold around the world, The
Alchemist has already established itself as a modern classic, universally admired. Paulo
Coelho's charming fable will enchant and inspire students for generations to come. The
Alchemist is the magical story of Santiago, an Andalusian shepherd boy who yearns to travel in
search of a worldly treasure as extravagant as any ever found. From his home in Spain he
journeys to the markets of Tangiers and across the Egyptian desert to a fateful encounter with
The Alchemist. The story of the treasures Santiago finds along the way teaches us, as only a
few stories have done, about the essential wisdom of listening to our hearts, learning to read
the omens strewn along life's path, and, above all, following our dreams.

The Art Of Fullmetal Alchemist
From a new voice in the tradition of Lauren Beukes, Ian McDonald, and Nnedi Okorafor comes
The Prey of Gods, a fantastic, boundary-challenging tale, set in a South African locale both
familiar and yet utterly new, which braids elements of science fiction, fantasy, horror, and dark
humor. In South Africa, the future looks promising. Personal robots are making life easier for
the working class. The government is harnessing renewable energy to provide infrastructure
for the poor. And in the bustling coastal town of Port Elizabeth, the economy is booming thanks
to the genetic engineering industry which has found a welcome home there. Yes—the days to
come are looking very good for South Africans. That is, if they can survive the present
challenges: A new hallucinogenic drug sweeping the country . . . An emerging AI uprising . . .
And an ancient demigoddess hellbent on regaining her former status by preying on the blood
and sweat (but mostly blood) of every human she encounters. It’s up to a young Zulu girl
powerful enough to destroy her entire township, a queer teen plagued with the ability to control
minds, a pop diva with serious daddy issues, and a politician with even more serious mommy
issues to band together to ensure there’s a future left to worry about. Fun and fantastic, Nicky
Drayden takes her brilliance as a short story writer and weaves together an elaborate tale that
will capture your heart . . . even as one particular demigoddess threatens to rip it out.
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The Alchemist: A Graphic Novel
It is said the legendary Maestro Nostradamus is able to glimpse the ever-changing future, but
even he cannot see the danger that is about to envelop him when he is hired to find a foreign
spy by Venice’s ruling Council of Ten. Especially since the only clues are the spy’s intercepted
messages, encoded in a seemingly unbreakable cipher. But Nostradamus soon detects evil
influences working against him, and realizes the spy can only be caught by occult means. He
turns to his able apprentice, the daring young swordsman Alfeo Zeno, whose unique talents
may prove essential to unraveling the truth. But the truth may be the end of both master and
apprentice… “One of the best writers in the fantasy world today.”—Writers Write

The Alchemist
The #1 bestselling phenomenon with millions of copies sold around the world -- now with a
guide to creating your own Celestine Prophecy experience. You have never read a book like
this before--a book that comes along once in a lifetime to change lives forever. In the rain
forests of Peru, an ancient manuscript has been discovered. Within its pages are 9 key insights
into life itself -- insights each human being is predicted to grasp sequentially; one insight, then
another, as we move toward a completely spiritual culture on Earth. Drawing on ancient
wisdom, it tells you how to make connections among the events happening in your life right
now and lets you see what is going to happen to you in the years to come. The story it tells is a
gripping one of adventure and discovery, but it is also a guidebook that has the power to
crystallize your perceptions of why you are where you are in life and to direct your steps with a
new energy and optimism as you head into tomorrow. Praise for The Celestine Prophecy "A
gripping adventure story filled with intrigue, suspense, and spiritual revelations." Commonwealth Journal "A spiritual classica book to read and reread, to cherish, and to give to
friends." - Joan Borysenko, PhD, author of Fire in the Soul "In his inimitable style of great
storytelling, Redfield opens us up to a world of insight, inspiration, synchronicity, and power." Deepak Chopra

The Art of War: A Graphic Novel
An entertaining graphic adaptation of the oldest military treatise in the world. Hailed as the
oldest philosophical discussion on military strategy, Sun Tzu’s The Art of War has been
adapted as a graphic novel by award-winning illustrator Pete Katz. In this collectible threadbound edition, the narrative focuses on a teacher instructing a pupil on the main points of Sun
Tzu’s treatise, with vibrant battle scenes interspersed throughout. Issues such as planning,
tactics, maneuvering, and spying are demonstrated in the full-color scenes, so that readers can
envision how military goals are achieved using principles from the fifth century BC.

Swamp Monster
The Alchemist
Translated faithfully from the Japanese edition, this coffee table book contains all the color
artwork by Hiromu Arakawa from 2001-2003, including portraits of the main characters and
character designs from the PS2 game Fullmetal Alchemist. Includes a message from the artist.
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Animal Farm
A special 25th anniversary edition of the extraordinary international bestseller, including a new
Foreword by Paulo Coelho. Combining magic, mysticism, wisdom and wonder into an inspiring
tale of self-discovery, The Alchemist has become a modern classic, selling millions of copies
around the world and transforming the lives of countless readers across generations. Paulo
Coelho's masterpiece tells the mystical story of Santiago, an Andalusian shepherd boy who
yearns to travel in search of a worldly treasure. His quest will lead him to riches far
different—and far more satisfying—than he ever imagined. Santiago's journey teaches us
about the essential wisdom of listening to our hearts, of recognizing opportunity and learning to
read the omens strewn along life's path, and, most importantly, to follow our dreams.

Legend
In The Secret of The Alchemist, Colm Holland reveals how you can discover the power to
miraculously change the world around you beyond all recognition and for the better. Colm will
tell you the story of his encounter with Paulo Coelho and his bestselling book The Alchemist
and how discovering the secret in Paulo’s novel gave him the insights to achieve true
empowerment in his life. Alchemy is all about transformation and draws upon the greatest
power of all to convert seemingly insurmountable obstacles into life changing experiences.
Through an honest account of his own, often difficult quest to live life to the full, Colm offers
you the chance to draw on his discoveries and other real-life stories to inspire the pursuit of
your dreams and reach your goals. How does he know? As he wrote this book, Colm asked
Love to give you, the reader, everything you need to become the alchemist in your world.

The Strange Case of the Alchemist's Daughter
At the beginning of the second World War, after the fall of France, Churchill decides to
demilitarize the islands in the English Channel (Jersey, Guernsey, Alderney, and Sark), and
allow their occupation by the Nazis because of their proximity to the occupied French coast.
Marlene Zimmer, a clerk in the Aliens Office, leaves home abruptly in order to avoid registering
as a Jew.

Saint Germain: the Master Alchemist
A modern-day alchemist reveals the secrets of alchemical transmutation, explaining how an
alchemist can exert influence over people and events to transform the harmful into the helpful
and the useless into the valuable.

The Alchemist's Code
In the fall of 1669, the Nonsuch returns to London with a load of fur from Hudson Bay. It brings
something else, too-the lost journal from Henry Hudson's tragic search for a passage to Cathay
in 1611. In the hands of a greedy sailor, the journal is merely an object to sell. But for Robert
Bylot-a once-great maritime explorer-the book is a painful reminder of a past he'd rather forget.
As Bylot relives his memories of a plague-ridden city, of the mysterious alchemist John Dee,
and of mutiny in the frozen wastes of Hudson Bay, an age-old mystery is both revealed and
solved.A finalist for the 2007 Governor General's Literary Award, the jury said, "In this
engrossing historical adventure, John Wilson paints a vivid picture of a bygone era involving
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Henry Hudson's fateful search for the elusive Northwest Passage, an alchemist, mysterious
passengers, and enigmatic maps. The Alchemist's Dream fascinates from start to finish. Set
against the thrilling backdrop of the quest for the Northwest Passage, The Alchemist's Dream
is a riveting tale of exploration, ambition, and betrayal."

Perfectly Imperfect
Twins Lance and Chance LaRue are seeking a pet in the swamp near their Texas shack when
they happen upon an egg and bring it home to hatch, but the creature's mother finds them,
determined to rescue her little one.

The Secret Fire
"London itself is as powerful a presence here as the three gay men whose lives it
absorbs."?The Times Literary Supplement "Vivid and visceral, London Triptych cuts deep to
reveal the hidden layers of a secret history."?Jake Arnott, author of The Long Firm Rent boys,
aristocrats, artists, and criminals populate this sweeping novel in which author Jonathan Kemp
skillfully interweaves the lives and loves of three very different men in gay London across the
decades. In the 1890s, a young man named Jack apprentices as a rent boy and discovers a
life of pleasure and excess that leads to new friendships, most notably with the soon-to-beinfamous Oscar Wilde. A century later in 1998, David tells his own tale of unashamed
decadence from prison, recalling life as a young man arriving in the city in the mid-'80s just as
the scourge of AIDS hit. Where their paths cross, in the politically sensitive 1950s, when gay
men were the target of police and politicians alike, the artist Colin tentatively explores his
sexuality while working on his painting "London Triptych." Moodily atmospheric and rich with
history, London Triptych is a sexy, resplendent portrait of the politics and pleasures of queer
life in one of the world's most fascinating cities. Jonathan Kemp lives in London, where he
currently teaches creative writing at Birkbeck College. London Triptych, his first novel, was
published in the United Kingdom in 2010 and won the Authors' Club Best First Novel Award.

The Celestine Prophecy
As Dr. Anne Kramer listens to Randolf Sontime confess to a horrific crime that has shocked the
world, she is inexplicably drawn into his story and transported back to the House of Ra, an
isolated oasis in the Egyptian desert of a far ancient time, where he recalls his alliance to a
beautiful girl named Nefar, whose extraordinary power matched his own, revealing to Anne
that their destinies are forever entwined. Reprint.

The Valkyries
A masterful adaptation exploring the mental anguish and moral dilemmas of Raskolnikov, a
poor St. Petersburg student, who murders a miserly pawnbroker. Illustrated by Alain Korkos, a
French writer and artist whose most recent graphic novel, Introducing Camus, adapted by
David Mairowitz, has been a great success.
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